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China Mobile tops engagement charts: News from Warc.com
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China Mobile tops engagement charts

Microsoft pushes in-game ads

Taobao adopts new model

China Mobile tops engagement charts
France sets smartphone pace

BEIJING: China Mobile, the telecoms giant, is the "most engaging brand" in China, a

In-app ads make a mark

new study by consultancy R3 has revealed.
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Singapore
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Russian web firms set for growth

The company surveyed over 1,500 consumers, and reported that China Mobile beat
out Apple and Nokia for the top spot during Q1 2011, with Nike and KFC rounding out
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the top five.
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China Mobile had also claimed first position in the previous rankings, from Q4 2010.
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Over the same period, Apple moved from fourth to second, Nokia from second to third
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and Nike from third to fourth.
Li-Ning, the domestic sportswear firm, was previously ranked fifth, but fell to eighth
place.
More broadly, only 19 of the top 50 brands on the engagement rankings were Chinese,
suggesting many global firms are gaining the trust of aspirational consumers in the
world's most populous nation.
But Chinese operators dominated a separate list of the companies which had the best
Sunny Chen, an R3 consultant, said: "International brands are more successful at
connecting with the local consumer."

Warc News: Usage rates of 3DTV
services will remain subdued in
the UK despite backing from
broadcasters http://t.co/20eYHzg

"Local companies ... now need to make the bigger leap to brand preference and
broader brand values."
R3's analysis also suggests that brands scoring highly on the engagement rankings
tend to have a well-established social media presence.
Endorsements from local celebrities could be a successful way for international brands
to build engagement in the future, with R3 suggesting that around half of the nation's
social media users follow a celebrity at present.
Athlete Liu Xiang (15.6m fans) and actress Yao Chen (8m fans) are currently two of the
most popular stars on networks such as Sina Weibo.
Data sourced from R3; additional content by Warc staff, 22 June 2011
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Warc News: The amount of time
US web users spend watching
online video rose in May 2011
http://t.co/mTDeEfe
Warc News: Cable TV
broadcasters are increasing both
their ad rates and the amount of
inventory they sell in advance
http://t.co/4lTUQ0B

CSR programmes, taking up eight of the top ten spots.
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Just a reminder that @WarcData
is your port of call if you have any
questions about the AA/Warc
Expenditure Report http://t.co/uZxDCKE

Warc News: Social media use is
set for fast growth among a new
generation of patriotic yet
pluralistic Indonesian teens
http://t.co/V44iOyD
Warc News: Asia is likely be a
major focus for Nokia in the
months ahead
http://t.co/UMECbYp
Also, if you have any questions
about the new Expenditure
Report, please tweet our data
team on @WarcData
The new AA/Warc Expenditure
Report is out! News story here:
http://t.co/OywRZ6b - report here:
http://t.co/uZxDCKEWarc News:
The Walt Disney Company is
seeking to find the right balance
between tradition and innovation
http://t.co/d3Yr0dP
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